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1. High Lights of Western Toilet Seats 

1. Our Western Toilet Seats, with variety of spectacular look, will be an eye-catcher in 
any bathroom. It will not only add a touch of style to your bathroom, but also is highly 
durable 

2. Its MDF lid and seat are sturdy and hard-wearing. The hinges are made of extra strong 
and durable stainless-steel material. This Western Toilet Seats fits all common toilet 
bowls as the hinges can be adjusted in width from 12 to 20 cm. 

3. It is also simple to install and easy to clean. 

4. Material: Western Toilet Seats made from high-quality MDF 

5. Dimensions: Exterior measurements: Length 47cm Width 37.7cm Suitable for all 
standard toilet bowls 

6. Highlights: ALL 3 SIDES PRINTED Western Toilet Seats High-Quality surface 
Stainless steel hinges (rustproof) Easy to mount with fitting material included Luxury 
seating comfort Easy to clean Luxury Look 

2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Western Toilet 

Seats 

Product Name Western Toilet Seats 

Material MDF(Wood) 

Max. Weight Capacity 200kg 

Pattern Customized Designs 

 

Western Toilet Seats 

Suzhou Fine Era is a dynamic, fast-growing 

enterprise and produces a wide range of products, 

ranging from Molded Wood, MDF, UV, Printing, 

Veneer, Duroplast, PP to soft series.As the 

professional manufacture, we would like to provide 

you Western Toilet Seats. And we will offer you the 

best after-sale service and timely delivery. 
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Size 17”, 18”, 19” 

Weight 3kg 

Function Soft Close 

Shape Round/Oral/V/Square shapes 

Hinge Zinc Alloy/Stainless Steel/ABS 

Fit Universal 

Mounting From Below or Above 

3. Detail of Western Toilet Seats 

 

Material 
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Our high-quality Western Toilet Seatss are made of finely pulped softwood which is then 
pressed (MDF). The material is skin-friendly, offers exceptional comfort and a particularly 
fine finish. 

Soft close function: 

The toilet lid has a lowering function and an easy-close system, no noise. Chrome hinges 
also provide greater stability. 

Design 

The variety of patterns and designs, applied to one to three surfaces on the toilet seat, 
customized solid colors are also popular in Europe and North America. We accept OEM 
and ODM. 

Installation: 

Our Western Toilet Seatss come in a standard size with adjustable hinges so they fit on 
almost all commercial toilet bowls (wall-mounted or pedestal). Quick and easy installation 
is guaranteed thanks to the quick-fastening set included. 

Dimensions: 

L/W/H 43.5 x 37.5 x 5 cm – The length "L" is specified without the universal hinges on the 
toilet lid. The mounting holes on the toilet can be spaced from 10.5 to 20 cm apart for 
optimum seat installation. 

Cleaning: 

The smooth surface of the toilet lid is impressively hygienic and easy to clean, suitable 
for standard commercial cleaning products and offers maximum hygiene. High-quality, 
strong MDF and sturdy metal hinges also ensure durability and excellent stability. 

As per our daily life, toilet is one of the most import part. Our company aims to improve 
our daily life, make beauty and colorful, especially bathroom toilet part. Our factory was 
founded more than 20years. To help customers well know our company, in 2013, we 
start our on-line selling, and founded our international sales department. We export our 
toilet seat all over the world. 

• We have a variety of supplier resources of the materials. We improve our toilet seat 
high quality MDF material, good quality of hinges, and other accessories material. 
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• Our production workers have rich experience from cutting material, printing, painting, 
polishing, assembling, packing, while our sales team have professional Knowledge and 
experience with customers. 

• Our testing knows no limits: Load testing, endurance testing, stress testing, 
performance testing and fatigue testing are all part of the on-going quality control process 
that every new product must undergo before it is introduced. 

• We have a strict customer management system, we help customers grow up with their 
own brand, also we Strictly protect each customers design and product. 
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